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Cosmic Conics I
1

 

by Aaron Lee 

edited by Jennifer Silva 

 

In sophomore year high school math, when I 

was introduced to the conic sections – the 

four curves that result from slicing through a 

circular cone – I remember thinking, “Wow, 

how cool!”  During junior year my reaction 

turned into, “That’s kinda neat.”  And by 

senior year I was practically screaming, 

“Why on earth is this useful?  Who goes 

around slicing through cones these days?” 

 The Greeks, through an exercise of 

cone-carving, were the first to discover the 

fact that the circle, ellipse, parabola, and 

hyperbola are all related to each other.  They 

had their reasons for chopping through cones: geometry was their crown jewel of science.  And 

because of this unifying observation, these curves forever became known as the “conic sections.”  

Still, I couldn’t help but wonder whether there is something more profound going on.  Are these 

four curves related only through the cone?  Or are there other instances, perhaps more familiar 

ones, in which these four curves present themselves in tandem?  We will see that the cosmos 

gladly provides us an answer, and we will not need to look further than our own Solar System. 

 As you read this, a newborn 

comet, Comet ISON, is hurtling toward 

the Sun at speeds around 60,000 mph.  

Originating in the Kuiper belt, an 

asteroid-like belt outside of Neptune’s 

orbit, this enormous ice ball about 3 

miles in diameter will hurl itself 

dangerously close to the surface of the 

Sun, coming closest at the end of 

November.  After that, it will fly around 

the Sun and begin a trip back to the 

edges of the Solar System.  Observable 

with binoculars starting in September, 

this comet should be visible to the naked 

eye between November and January.  It 

is speculated that at its brightest, this 

comet may outshine even the full Moon!  A comet’s brightness and visibility to the naked eye 

are determined by several factors, such as its size and its composition.  But the most important 

factor is the orbit on which the comet travels.  Comets that get closer to the Sun reflect more 

light, and thus appear to be brighter. 

 Determining the orbits of objects around the Sun is a classic problem in astronomy and 

mathematics.  Even today, so much of astronomy involves knowing how one object orbits 

another: comets and planets around the Sun, exoplanets around other stars, and moons around 
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planets are a few examples.  Originally, astronomers were interested only in modeling the orbits 

of planets in the Solar System, because they assumed that nature and all its laws, phenomena, 

and foibles were bestowed upon the Earth by divine intervention.  The precise, logical way of 

deriving scientific results from mathematics, and the idea that the laws of science could be 

discovered through reason, would not come about until the 1600s with the scientific revolution 

of Galileo Galilei and Isaac Newton. 

 In a flash of insight, Newton connected the motion of the celestial bodies with the 

observations that apples fall from trees and balls thrown in the air always return to the ground.  

He reasoned that massive bodies exert a far-reaching attractive force on every other mass in the 

Universe, a force he called gravity.  He came up with his theory of universal gravitation while on 

spring break from Cambridge University (well, it wasn’t actually spring break – the plague had 

forced the school to close for 18 months).  He also invented calculus during this break.  He 

showed that for any object dominated by the Sun’s gravitational pull, the object’s path is exactly 

one of the four conic sections, with the Sun located at one of the foci.  Said another way, every 

planet or comet in the Solar System traces out a conic section.  And since gravity is universal, the 

Solar System is not special: the path of any object orbiting another can be described by one of 

the four conic sections! 

Even though the result is general, let’s stick with the Solar System.  In this case, 

Newton’s result can be concisely summarized as the following: with the Sun at the origin (0,0), 

the path traced out by any object dominated by the Sun’s gravity takes the following form: 
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There are two constants, a and e (both ≥ 0), 

which are usually called the semi-major axis 

(a) and the eccentricity (e) of the trajectory, 

and a function L(e) which depends on the 

value of e.  We will see what a and e 

represent below.  Note that the equation 

gives us r(θ) instead of y = f(x).  This 

equation is called a polar equation, because 

it gives the distance from the origin as a 

function of the angle measured 

counterclockwise from the positive x-axis.  If 

you want to plot the function on a Cartesian 

plane, you can get the x and y coordinates by 

the transformations 

 

x = r(θ)cos θ, 

y = r(θ)sin θ, 

and r(θ)
2
 = x

2
 + y

2
. 

 

These may look familiar to anyone who knows SOH-CAH-TOA or has dabbled with the unit 

circle. 

Polar Plots 
 

If you’ve never played with polar plots before, here’s 

your chance!  Graph the following polar equations.  

Remember that r(θ) tells you how far out you must go 

along the ray that makes an angle of θ with the 

positive x-axis (measured in the counterclockwise 

direction).  (In these equations, we are assuming that 

you are measuring angles in radians.) 

 

(a) r(θ) = 2 

(b) r(θ) = θ/π 

(c) r(θ) = -sin(θ) 

 

Compare your answers with mine on the next page. 

(1) 



 

Polar Plots 

 
Here are my answers to the 3 polar plot 

exercises from the previous page: 

 

 
 

(a) r(θ) = 2 

(b) r(θ) = θ/π 

(c) r(θ) = -sin(θ) 

 

 One of the best parts of being a 

physicist is that when you have a new 

equation, you get to play around with it 

and learn all its secrets.  A picture is 

worth a thousand words, but an 

equation yields infinite possibilities.  

Recall that I claimed equation (1) (on 

the previous page) could be used for 

all four conic sections.  This equation 

has two constants, a and e, and their 

values must somehow determine which 

conic section is made.  Let’s try to 

reason out whether a or e does this. 

 First, let’s think about the semi-

major axis a.  It appears as an overall 

multiplicative factor.  Changing a 

makes the entire curve larger or 

smaller, so a does not determine which 

type of conic section is made (making 

an ellipse bigger will not suddenly turn 

it into a hyperbola).  So the 

eccentricity e must be what determines the shape of the curve.  The plot above and to the left 

shows equation (1) for four different values of e (written next to the curves), for θ between 0 and 

2π.  Aha!  When I set e = 0, I get what looks like a circle; for e = 0.5, an ellipse; for e = 1, a 

parabola; and for e = 1.25, a hyperbola (the second half of the hyperbola is shown in gray).  So, 

the eccentricity e determines which conic section is made. 

 What about other eccentricities besides the 

four values I chose?  For every single e ≥ 0, we need 

to assign a conic section to its value.  Make various 

polar plots of equation (1) with different values of e 

to come up with your own theory.  Here are some 

hints to help you along: 

 

• The circle and ellipse are closed curves – they 

loop back on themselves – while the parabola and 

hyperbola soar off to infinity.  If a fraction is 

diverging to infinity, it often means that the 

denominator is going to zero.  For what values of 

e is it possible for the denominator to vanish when 

θ is between 0 and 2π? 

• The function L is defined piecewise, and the 3 

pieces provide a big clue. 

• Parabolas are peculiar.  Only one value of e will 

give a parabola. 

• A circle is just one special case of an ellipse. 

 

Make your theory, and tune in next time to compare it 

to mine!
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Cosmic Conics II
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by Aaron Lee 

edited by Jennifer Silva 

 

Last time, we left you with the problem of 

understanding how the parameter e in 
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the type of conic section.  How does your 

theory compare with mine? 

 

e = 0 → Circle 

0 < e < 1 → Ellipse 

e = 1 → Parabola 

e > 1 → Hyperbola 

 

Of course, a theory is only a theory, but having one is a great first step.  The next step is 

to prove it. 

 Let’s start by checking that e = 0 gives us the circle.  If e = 0, then L(e) = 1 and the 

function in equation (1) becomes r = a, which is indeed the polar equation for a circle with radius 

a. 

 Next, let’s verify that values of e between 0 and 1 correspond to an ellipse.  First 

substitute L(e) = 1 – e
2
 and cos θ = x/r, to get 
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Now it gets trickier.  Solve this equation for r, then square both sides.  After substituting x
2
 + y

2
 

for r
2
 and some algebraic manipulation, you can get 
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Complete the square with the two terms involving x, then rearrange to finally arrive at 
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which is the equation for an ellipse centered at (-ae, 0) with major axis length 2a and minor axis 

length 22 1a e− .  Phew!  Notice that if you plug in e = 0, you get back the circle (the circle is a 

special case of an ellipse), and the minor axis does not allow you to have e ≥ 1 (do you see 

why?). 

 You try the remaining two, then look at my results below.   

For e = 1, I get a parabola 
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Here, a represents the distance from the focus to the vertex of the parabola.   

Finally, e > 1 gives me the hyperbola 
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Once again, a represents the semi-major axis length, just as in the case of the ellipse. 

 All you need to know is the value of e, and equation (1) gives you one of the four conics!  

Then you adjust its size by changing a. 

 We have proven that equation (1) represents the four conic sections by reasoning out or 

deriving all of our claims.  Now let’s use this knowledge to solve some real-world (or, more 

accurately, out-of-this-world!) problems.  Equation (1) is a great equation because it immediately 

tells us interesting information about the orbit of the comet or planet.  The way the equation is 

set up, the value of r at θ = 0 is the closest distance the object ever comes to the Sun.  This 

location is called perihelion.  For the ellipse, the farthest distance in the orbit occurs at θ = π; 

this is called aphelion.  For a circle, perihelion is the same as aphelion (can you explain why?).  

If an object is on a parabolic or hyperbolic orbit, talking about aphelion does not make sense (it’s 

∞); these objects are on their way to being ejected from the Solar System! 

 Let’s start with the Earth.  Its orbit is nearly circular with an eccentricity of e = 0.017, and 

it has a semi-major axis length of 93 million miles.  This distance is such a convenient unit of 

measurement in the Solar System that astronomers have given it its own name, the astronomical 

unit (the AU).  So the Earth has a semi-major axis of a = 1 AU.  How close is the Earth to the 

Sun at perihelion (which occurred on January 2nd this year)?  Plugging in θ = 0, I get about 

0.9833 AU, which is about 91.5 million miles.  What about aphelion (which occurred July 5th)?  

Plugging in θ = π gives me 1.02 AU, or 94.5 million miles.  That’s a difference of 3 million 

miles: the Earth is 3 million miles farther away from the Sun at aphelion than it is at perihelion!  

Based on what I have told you, can this be the reason we have different seasons?  (Hint: when 

was the Earth closest to the Sun?) 

 What about perihelion and aphelion for the famous Halley’s Comet, whose eccentricity is 

0.967 and whose semi-major axis is 17.8 AU?  Recall that comets originate in the Kuiper belt 

beyond Neptune’s orbit (which is nearly circular and 30 AU away from the Sun).  Does your 

result for Halley’s Comet’s aphelion corroborate this statement?  Try this with some other 

planets in the Solar System. 

Finally, let’s understand why Comet ISON might outshine the Moon.  ISON is on a 

nearly parabolic orbit with an eccentricity only slightly above 1 (that means you’d better not 

miss it, because it is probably not coming back!).  Let’s approximate its orbit as parabolic 

(e = 1).  When the comet passes the Earth’s orbit (that is, when r = 1 AU), θ = 3.31 radians.  

Using this, can you calculate a and determine how close the comet will get to the Sun?  How 
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does this compare to the radius of the Sun (432,000 miles) or the orbit of Mercury (0.39 AU)?  

You should find that ISON’s closest approach is about 650,000 miles, only ~1.5 times the radius 

of the Sun.  Thus, it makes sense that the comet is going to be bright.  Let’s hope it doesn’t 

completely melt! 

 

 
 

Further Reading 
 

For an introduction to Newton’s work on gravity, see 

 

Newton and Gravity: The Big Idea, by Paul Strathern. 

 

For more detailed treatment of Newton’s work on gravity, see 

 

Magnificent Principia: Exploring Isaac Newton’s Masterpiece, by Colin Pask. 

 

Feynman’s Lost Lecture, by David and Judith Goodstein. 

 


